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De1egat.e from t.he American Geophysical Uiiion

The Third General Assembly o f . the International
Geodetic and Geophysical Union was held a t Prague,
Czechoslovakia, September 3 to 10, 1937. The first
general assembly was held in Rome in May, 1932; the
second in Madrid in Oct,ober, 1924. Brief accounts of
these two earlier meetings will be found in the k f O N T H L Y
WEATHERREVIEWfor September, 1922, 50: 485, and
November, 1924, 52 : 533-536, respectively.
These general a.sseniblies are made up of delegates
from national unions of the countries affiliated with the
International Research Council. I n the case of the
United States the delegates are, in general, named from
the membership of t8heAmerican Geophysical Union by
the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Research Council. The following were the delegates
named for the third general assembly :
Dr. Louis A. Bauer, director, department of terrestrial magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington ;
Dr. William Bowie, chief, division of geodesy,
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey;
Commander A. B. Cook, United Stat,es Navy;
Dr. J. H . Dellinger, senior physicist, radio section,
United States Bureau of Sbandards;
Commander N. H. Heck, chief, division of t,errestrial
magnetism and seismology, United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey;
Dr. Herbert H . Kimball, niet,eorologist, in charge
solar radiation section, United Stat.es Weather
Bureau;
Mr. W. D. Lambert, mathematician, division of
geodesy, United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey ;
Dr. R. A. Millikan, director, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif. ;
Dr. -Harry Fielding Reid, professor of dynamic
geology, Johns Hopkins University;
Guest of the union:
Prof. L. C. Graton, depart,nie,nt of geology, Harvard Universit,y.
The wives and other members of families of delegat,es
increased the number in the official party from the
United States to 20 persons. It was a source of regret
that Doctor XlIillikan was not able to reach Prague.
In the absence of Doctor Washingt,on, chairman of the
American Geophysical ‘CJnion, Doctor Reid was selected
by the delegates to act as t)heir chairman.
The official opening of the general conference occurred
on the niornin of September 3 in the chamber of the
House of Partament. I n the regretted absenc,e of
President Mttsaryk, of the Czechoslovakian Republic, on
~~
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account of illness, President Lallemand, of the union,
presided, and also responded to speeches of welcome by
national and city officials and the president of the
Geodetic and Geophysical Committee of Czechoslovakia.
Following these ceremonies there was a short plenary
session of the union at which the general secretary presented his report,. It covered the period from April 1,
1931, to March 31, 1927. On the latter date 30 countries
were affiliated in the union.
During this period there had been received from all
sources, including the balance brought forward, 901,948.20
francs.’ There had been disbursed 618,021 francs,
leaving a balance of 383,927 francs.
The principal disbursements were through the sections
of the union, as follows:
Francs

Section of geodesy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
205,010.00
Section of seismology_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
51, 120.00
Section of meteorology- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
85,071.00
Section of terrestrial magnetisin- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 51,699.40
Section of oceanography _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
70,205.00
Section of volcanology _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _59,
._
591.00
_____
Section of hydrology- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6,000.00

The section of scientific hydrology received funds
a~nountingto 30,000 francs from sources outside of the
general funds of the union. These latter are received
from the Governnieiits of the 30 affiliated countries, the
annual subscriptions varying from 20,800 francs for
eight of the larger countries, including the United States,
to 2,600 francs for small countries. The number of votes
to which a country is entitsledin either the plenary meetings or the meetings of a section depends upon the amount
of its contribution, the maximum for any country being
sis votes.
The election of a president of the union, which was
scheduled for this meeting, was postponed until the closing plenary meeting.
Delegates from the Anierican Geophysical Union are
accredited to the international union as a whole, and are
free to participate in any of the section meetings. As a
matter of fact, since meetings of all the sections are held
at the same hours, delegates confine themselves almost
esclusively to the lneetings of the section dealing wit11
their special branc ti of science. The writer was therefore
in attendance upon the nieetings of the meteorological
section only.
Beginning with the session on the afternoon of September 3 and ending witb that on the morning of September 10, tbe section held eight sessions. The first,
presided over by the vice president, General Delcambre,
received certain reports. Bt the second session, on Monday moi-uing, September 5, the president, Sir Napier
Shaw, reported on the work done by the bureau of the
section during the three years that had elapsed since
387
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the last (Madrid) meeting. This embraced the publication of the prochs-verbaux of the Madrid meeting in 1924,
including an annexe on radiation in relation to meteorology, which contained data that was worthy of a
wider distnbution than the prochs-verbaux has received.
The delegates were therefore asked to designate libraries
in their countries that should receive the publications
of the section.
With reference to the appropriation of E400 for the
purchase of pyrheliometers, three had been purchased
a t a total cost of S130.579. One was sent to the Apia
Observatory, Sanoa, a second to Spitzbergen, and a
third was placed in the hands of M. Jamnotte, of Brussels,
where it is now held for test before installing it in the
Belgian Congo.
Four photometers, constructed after designs by
Doctor Richardson, for measuiing the albedo of different
surfaces, have been obtained a t a total cost of E40.2.
One of these was On exhibition a t the meeting of the section, and one has since reached the United States Weather
Bureau. The instrument is designed primarily for use
on airplanes.
Copies of the specimen volume of upper-air observations for the year 1933 were exhibited. The printed
edition is 500 copies and the cost is E2 per copy. The
work is a monunient to the sagacity and untiring eneTgy
of the president of the Comniission for the Exploration
of the Upper Air, Sir Napier Shaw. The meteorological
section of the union has contributed to the work by an
appropriation of S500.
Each volume is in four parts, as follows:
Part 1 contains the TesoZutions that guided the commission in its preparation ?f the publicatjon, definitions
of units employed, and a bst of the stations furnishing
up er-air data.
$art 2 contains synoptic charts for the international
days on which aerological data were obtained.
Part 3 contains the tabulated data.
Part 4 the indicator diagrams.
An effort is to be made to dispose of the edition of this
first volume through subscriptions by institutions and
individuals who are interested in aerological work.
Volumes of data for more recent years will soon follow
until hally it is hoped that the time elapsing between
observing and publishing will be reduced to a minilnurn.
Other subjects treated in the report of the bureau
ihclude “A common unitary system for all the sciences
comprised w i t h i n the union,” atmospheric dust, simplification of the calendar, and meteorological observations of the Pacific Ocean.
General Delcambre reported with reference to statements received in response to a resolution adopted at
Madrid requesting the different weather services to report
upon the scientsc principles underlying their methods of
forecasting. His comment was to the effect that more
was said about the data employed than about the science
involved. Most services base their forecasts on the
movements of HIGHS and LOWS and the characteristic
weather accompanying them.
On September 6 most of the time of both morning and
afternoon sessions was devoted to solar radiation.
After the report of the chairman of the commission on
solar radiation, with a supplemental report from Richardson on his special photometer, representatives of each
country were called upon to state what was being done in
their country in solar radiation. The resolutions of the
American Union calling for arrangements whereby pyrheliometers in all countries may be brought into accord
with some known pyrheliometric scale, and for the adoption
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of standard methods of measuring and tabulating radiation
intensity, were adopted. The existing radiation commission, with enlarged membership, was charged with carrying out the provisions of the resolutions, and also with
preparing printed instructions for observers, and with
testing and recommending standard glass screens for
dividing the solar spectrum into sections. I n this work
the commission of the union is to cooperate as faras
possible with the solar radiation commission of the International Ale teorological Coinmi t tee.
There were no sessions of the sections on September 7,
the day being devoted to excursions to museuins, art galleries, scientific institutions, and ancient and modern
monuments in and about Prague.
On the morning of the 8th the section voted to purchase
25 copies of the published upper-air data for each of the
nest three years.
At the afternoon session it was reported that the
weather charts of the North Atlantic, the preparation of
which was authorized a t the Madrid meetings, were not
yet conipleted. It was voted to continue the allotment of
ESOO, to extend the maps to cover the North Pacific
Ocean, and tliat the data used should be for 1927 instead
of for 1923.
At the sessions on September 9 a variety of subjects were
under discussion, including the simplification of the
calendar.
The terms of the two vice presidents and the secretary
having expired, and as the secretary declined reelection,
Captain Wehrl6, of France, was elected secretary, and Dr.
V. Bjerkness, of Norway, and Eredia, of Italy, were
elected vice presidents.
On Saturday morning, September 10, the minutes of
the meetings were read, corrected, and approved, aa
were also 22 resolutions that had been adopted at the
sessions.
The final plenary meeting of the union was held on the
afternoon of the loth, a t which time President Ldemand
was unanimously elected to succeed himself for another
term, and funds were allocated to carry on the work of the
different sections.
Invitations were received from the dllegates of both
Sw-eden and Portugal to hold the next general assembly
of the union in their country. I n view of the fact that
the bureau of the union had been authorized to ascertain
if it would be agreeable to the International Astronomical
Union to have the general assemblies of the two unions
held in the same year and a t places not greatly separated,
it was voted to leave the selection of the time and place
for holding the next general assembly to the Bureau of
the Union. It was the general opinion that Stockholm
would be the place.
This brought to a close what was by common consent
considered the most important meeting yet held by the
union. The attendance was large. While the printed
list of delegates has not been received, an authoritative
estimate places the number a t 165.
The attendance at the meetings of the meteorological
section was uniformly good, the subjects under discussion
were important, and thanks to the skillful guidance of the
chairman, Sir Napier Shaw, the discussions were interesting and enlightening.
The 22 resolutions that were adopted follow. They
sum up the work done by the section a t the meetings
and what has been planned for the future.
Resolutions adopted by the meteorological section of tlu
International Geodetic and Geophysical Union at Prague,
September 3-10, 1927:
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The section approves the report presented by the Observatoire
Mdtdorologique National of France on the inquiry relative t o the
scientific methods of weather forecasting applied by the central
bureaus of the different countries. That institution is requested
to deliver the publication which it has kindly undertaken as soon as
possible before the nest general assembly.

The section of meteorology of the International Geodetic and
Geophysical Union is keenly interested in the results obtained by
Doctor Pollak, privatdocent in the German University at Prague,
in the elaboration of observational material from 150 European
stations extending over a period of 10 years.
The section hopes that the work will be carried on and estended
.to other regions with the support of the State Statistical Service of
the Republic of Czechoslovakia.

2

13

The section subscribes for 25 copies of the sample volume by the
Conimission on the High Atmosphere for the three years following
1923 at a rate not to exceed 2 3 per copy.

The sect.ion desires that copies of the minutes of the meeting,
including pa ers presented, be placed in the greatest measure possible at the &sposal of meteorological investigators and that a list
of those to whom copies should be sent be -prepared
by the national
committees.
The section requests that the bureau of the union combine the
lists prepared by the national committees and make arrangement
for the clistribut,ion of the minutes.

3
The assembly requests persons who publish memoirs in a language
other than French, English, or German to add a r6suid in one of
these languages or in an artificial international language such as
Esperanto or Ido.
4
In consideration of the progress accomplished by the network
of observational stations in the Pacific Ocean the section considers
it necessary that the experinlent of publishing (in conformity
with Resolution No. 26 of the Assembly of Madrid, which relates
only to the Atlantic Ocean) daily synoptic charts be completed by
estending them to include the entire Northern Hemisphere for the
months of August, September, and October, 1927. The section
urgently requests the central bureaus of the different countries to
assist the editor in this undertaking by furnishing him the necessary data duly verified and in the form that will be proposed by
him.
5
The section of meteorology compliments Professor Hanzlik on
the important work that he has done, and expresses the desire that
it may be completed with the information from otlier countries
as yet not received. There is expressed the desire to see this
report published, with the probable aid of the section of hydrology,
in the proceedings of the section of meteorology.

6
The section calls the attention of geophysicists t o the advantages
of using, where practicable, geodynamic height in calculations and
tables.
7
The section notes with satisfaction that the volume of tables of
observations in the high atmosphere contains results at stations in
tropical regions and in the Southern Hemisphere, especially sounding observations of wind in the high atmosphere and later of temperature at Hong Kong, sounding observations of wind in the
high atmosphere at Colombo and D-wa in Ceylon, at seven stations in Brazil, at Pretoria, South Africa, on Willis Island, off the
northeastern coast of Australia, and a t Apia, in the South Pacific.
The section requests that the bureau of the union transmit a
copy of this resolution t o the proper authorities in the countries
interested.
8
The section approves the proposal of M. Eredia with reference
to the usefulness of considering what meteorological data are indispensable in indicating synthetically the climatological character of
a given locality and requests M. Eredia t o present a complete
report on this matter at the nest assembly.
9

The institutions that will receive Doctor Richardson’s photometer are given permission t o improve the same, provided they
always undertake to make and publish the standardization of the
instrument reconstructed.
10

The institutions that will receive the photometer are asked to
publish in their own countries the results of the observations that
they make and t o report to the section of meteorology.
11

In view of the actinometric research by Professor Volo&n ill
Czechoslovakia, the section of meteorology recommends this
research t o the Czechoslovakian institutions.

14

The section approves the appointment of a commission to consider the question of relat.ions between the section of meteorology
of t.he International Geodetic and Geophysical Union and the
Interiiat,ional Met.eorologica1Committee. (See resolution adopted
at Utrecht.)
The commission consists of: Sir Napier Shaw? president; General
Delcambre, Professor Van Everdingen, Sir Gilbert Walker, and
Doctor Hesselberg.
15
The section has a lively interest in the proposal relative to the
preparat,ion of daily synoptic charts of the South Pacific Ocean.
It is of the opinion that an effort should be made t o extend the
scope of the charts and to have them include all of the Southern
Hemisphere for the months chosen for the specimen volume of
charts of the Northern Hemisphere and ultimately t o publish the
charts for this period. The section names a commission, Sir
Napier Shaw, president; Andrew Thomson (Samoa), Doctor
Iiitson (New Zealand). R. G. IC. Lempfert, and representatives of
the meteorological services of Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, which
will be charged with putt.ing this resolution into effect.
The section authorizes the president to set apart the sum of
S100 sterling, if it is available, for the expenses of preparation and
publication.
16
ThF section joins with the American Geophysical Union in expressi!ig its great pleasure and satisfaction in the purpose of the
Smitlisonian Institution and the National Geographic Society t o
maintain stations for a period of at least four years in North
America, South America, and Southwest Africa.
17
The Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian Institution
is requested to publish as early as practicable the observations of
these stations for all of the period during which they function.
18
The section of meteorology of the International Geodetic and
Geophysical Union authorizes its commission for solar radiation( a ) To encourage by all possible means the maintenance of an
international network of pyrheliometric stations for measuring
the intensity of solar energy.
( b ) To include in t.his network as many high-level stations as
possible.
( c ) To make provision that at the high-level stations especially
careful att,ent,ion be given to the measurement of ultra-violet
radiation and the ozone content of the atmosphere.
19

The ahol-e-named conmission is authorized to cooperate with
the commission for solar radiation of the International Meteorological Cornmit,tee in arrmging for the intercomparison of substandard pyrheliometers in use in the different countries, in preparing a program and practical inst,ructions to be recommended
for the daily observations, ancl in securing the prompt publication
of mont,hly summaries of results.
Rlessrs. Iiimball (chairman), Angstriim, Gorczyfiski, Simpson,
Plataiiia, hiaurain, Fabrj-, Mercanton, Sverdrup, Messeguer,,
Hurst, Thomson, Hunt, Dobson, Normand, Stewart, Dedebant,
P+t,tersoii, ancl VoloBin were named as members of this comm16slon.

R I . Delcanibre signified his willingness to take charge of the
printing of the inst,ructions.
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22

The bureau of the section is authorized and requested to draw
up a report on the various practices of the different sciences comprised within the International Geodetic and Geophysical Union
with regard t o units of measurement and t o invite the cooperation
of the bureaus of the other sections of the union, with the ultimate
object of a common unitary system for all the sciences coniprised
within the union.
21

Shaw; oceanography, Mart.in Icnudson; geodesy, Bulloni and
Norland; vulcanology, Tanakadate; magnetism, Chapman; and
hydrology, Wallen.
In view of the increased importance of the application of meteorological stat.istics of the weather to t,he problems of agriculture,
dublic hertlt.h, and other aspects of public economics, the bureau of
t.he section is authorized t o ask the International Conference of
Direct,ors of Meteorological Rbseaux to receive a deputation of
the section at a meeting of the directors in 1939 (which may be
regarded as a jubilee celebration of the Int,ernational Meteorological Congress at Rome) in order to urge the consideration of a
inore scient,ific grouping of meteorological shtistics than the CUBtomary one by calendar months of arbitrary and unequal length.
And, further, upon receipt of a favorable reply, t,he directors of
the bureau are authorized to arrange the deputation on behalf of
the section.

The section approves the appointment of a commission to
consider the question of the use of geopotential in the geophysical
sciences as the vertical coordinate in the representation of the
position of a point with reference to the earth for the purposes of
geodynamic problems.
The commission representing the different sections of the union
is constituted as follows: Seismology, Oddone; meteorology,

P E R F O R M A N C E IN L O N G - R A N G E WEATHER FORECASTING
By CH.4RLES F.

’

BROOKS

[Clark University, Worwster, Mass., August 18,19271
SYNOPSIS

Long-range forecasts are so much desired that any number of
unqualified persons issue them without regard for criteria of performance. Among what might be called “fake” forecast: are the
sorts,
almanac, astrological, pseudosolar, and‘‘ ‘’mathem$icsl
many of them calamity howls. The prediction
of climatic
normals, forecasts from phenomena on certain dates and from the
behavior or aspects of certain animals or plants also helong in this
category.
To be of value a forecast must l x specific, limited as to place
and time, and i t must have o, probability of more than chance
verification. Furthermore, the economic consequences of failures,
both in the long run and in a small sequence of years, must be
reckoned. A forecast that will not hit the mark four times out
of five, or a t least once out of every three i n succession, can not
be of much value, though some claim that a forecast verified only
three times out of five would be useful. The wcertainties of
meteorological relationships on which any long-range forecasts can
now be based are generally too great to permit reputsble mcteorologists to forecaston expectatiolls of less than 75 or 80 per cent
verification. A critical study of the methods now used in the
attempts a t scientific long-range weather forecasting and an
evaluation of their relative merits for different parts of the world
is much needed.

or power engineers (6) especially value advance indicatiolls of sensorial
e,ven
of a ge,nerrllchar-

~ t e r . 111 Illany lines of goods,” Says D o u g h ‘‘ the
ge,nerd character of the weather has a definite and direct
influeI1c.e on sales; in others the effect is present but
indirect,; therefore,
predic,t,ionsof the, general charact’er of the weather riionths in
are of decided
value to the business man. \Tithout predictions the
weat,her factor bec,omes guesswork.” (4) “ Waste of
water could be
says R
~ (‘thus
~ making
~
, it
possible t o illcrease the area of agricultural land
vabed.” (6) In other words, reasonably dependable longrltnge weitt,her forecasts would reduce the cost of living.
astrologicnl,and others.--The
F ~ , &jorccasts
;
.fight against t7wn.--There is no use discussing in detail
here those (‘forecasts” of the almanac kind, detailing or
generalizing, on some worthless scheme, the weather usual
~ ,
for eac,hnlontll (7). C L poor~ ~ b(8) iand~ D~~~
satire. on Pnrtridge two centuries ago ( 9 ) were the opening
Nature O f long-range -forecasti’ng.-what is long-range
shots of the long campaign against quack forecasters.
fee,l concerned whell given ((warnings” of
weather forecasting? This question at once raises N~~ need
thoughts of forecasting now what the weather for next weather disasters ((illlpending” a fortnight to a year or
month, next summer, next fall and winter will be. The nlore in advance. Howlers of such calaniities have been
long-range forecast is beyond the realm of storms already roundly attacked by sc,ientists time and again. In 1875
in existence and which by their movement may be likely
~ 1Woodward~s
.
dramatic expose of one planetary
to affect us some time next week. Long-range fore- scheme led the way for other scientific attacks in this
casting, dealing with the weather abnormalities of par- c,ountry (10). Weather Bureau officials and othen,
ticdar months and seasons, therefore, has but little in Ilotably Cleveland Ahbe ( l l ) , and Garfiott (12), Moore
common with day-to-day forecasting or with its e,sten- alone (13), find with several other officials (14), Wren (15),
sion, the forecasting on Saturday what the general char- Walz (l6), Marvin (17), Carpenter (18), editors (19) and
other write,rs have been unsparing of their criticism of
acter of the weather during the coming week will be. (1)
Value of and de,mandf o r ~on~~-ra.ngeforecast~s.-Fariiiers, the fake or hadequate syste,ms in use in the United
city people, merchants, manufacturers, politicians, states- States. Here during the past 10 years well over 50 longme*, enfineem, all would find many uses for general rangers of greater or lesser repute have been publishing
scientific weather forecasts a month or more in advance. and, in a great Inany case,s, accept,ing mone,y for worthThe farmer has good need for them. I n the opinion of less or damaging forecasts. European countries also
a county farm adviser, for example:
support quac,k forecasters in number, against whom the
In general, accurate seasonal forecasting would tend t o est.abattacks of sc.ientists have been as strong as in the United
lish a more permanent type form of agriculture, insure more profitSt,ntes (20). Hellmann lists 96 by name and analyzes and
able crops, enable the farmer to replenish and maintain soil fertility
crit,jcizes their InPthods (20). H~ characterizes such
and reduce somewhat the hazards of agriculture. (2).
prophets as “ c.onceited, positive, more or less fanatic,
For want of such forecasts, western farmers have paid eager for a fray.” He says they use the same method
a “rainmaker” thousands of dollars a t a time (3). Busi- against critic,s-picking out the best hits and keeping the
ness men (4), transportation people (5), and water-supply poor ones silent. They are self-praising; they quote
((

c.

I

Essentially as presented a t U.9. Weather Bureau Staff Meeting, Washington, D. C., May 13, 1926.
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